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ABSTRACT

Spatially based data representing soil hydraulic properties are available from the

United States Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) at several spatial

resolutions. These databases can be used in physically based rainfall runoff models to

predict watershed runoff. The advantages of using either a higher or lower resolution

database have yet to be determined. In this study, using data from the Walnut Gulch

Experimental Watershed in Southeast Arizona, the hydraulic properties from two NRCS

databases are compared as well as their effects on the simulated runoff from the

physically based rainfall runoff model KINEROS (Kinematic Runoff and Erosion). The

two soils databases used in this study were the State Soil Geographic Data Base

(STATSGO), and the Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO) from Cochise

County, Arizona.

It was determined that the STATSGO did not represent a spatial averaging of the

higher resolution SSURGO when the hydraulic parameters of the databases were

compared. The difference between runoff predictions produced from the two databases

did not increase with increasing watershed size. KINEROS was able to simulate

observed runoff on 3 of 4 watersheds using the SSURGO database while it was unable to

simulated observed runoff on any watershed using the STATSGO database.

9
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

The development of spatially distributed hydrologic models capable of describing

the interactions between vegetation, soils, topography, and rainfall across a watershed has

been the work of research hydrologists for almost a century. The goals of process based

models are to improve our understanding of real world hydrologic systems, to test

hypotheses in conjunction with field studies, and to predict the behavior of hydrologic

systems under a set of naturally occurring circumstances (Bevin, 1989; Grayson et al.,

1992b). Much of the drive for the latter goal stems from problems of non-point skrce

pollution caused by improper land management. This requires a better understanding of

the process involved as stated by Lowdermilk in 1939,

"It appears that the factors operating in a large watershed
are of sufficient complexity and interrelation to prevent the
isolation of the influence of single factors by streamflow
measurements alone. The evaluation of components is
essential to an understanding of the phenomena of the
water cycle."

The utility of these tools have been demonstrated for a range of applications

including the analysis of land use impact on watershed response (Doe et al., 1996) and

the development of management strategies for minimizing non-point source pollutants

(Frankenberger et al., 1999).

Physically based models are relatively complex, computationally intensive, and

often require large amounts of input data to execute. Advances in computer technology

have aided the development of these models. The exponential rise in computational

power has helped produce the many examples in the literature of models that incorporate
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spatial data e.g. THALES (Grayson et al., 1992a), SWIM (Krysanova et al., 1998),

DHVM (Wigmosta et al., 1994), and KINEROS (Smith et al., 1995).

The advent of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) has also resulted in the

promotion of automated hydrologic modeling applications that offer the user a graphical

user interface for automated parameter estimations and watershed delineation. In the

current attempt to offer hydrologic modeling to a wider audience, there is a responsibility

to determine and disclose the uncertainties, limitations, and other systematic errors

involved in any model. Otherwise, the user could fall victim an attractive presentation

and user interface that disguises erroneous results.

Despite the advancements in spatial modeling, significant challenges remain when

incorporating the spatial data. Dunn and Lilly (2001) wrote,

"Regardless of the accuracy of spatial data sets
delineating attributes such as land cover and soils, such
information still must be translated into hydrological model
parameters. Without confirming the nature of these links,
there is danger that the models provide an appealing, but
potentially misleading, spatial picture."

This study was performed with the use of a GIS based interface called the

Automated Geospatial Watershed Assessment tool (AGWA). AGWA was developed to

transform GIS data representing land cover, topography, and soils into input parameters

for the event oriented, physically based model KINEROS (Kinematic Runoff and

Erosion). AGWA prepares input parameters for KINEROS on each plane and channel

element describing the watershed (Miller et al., 2001).

KINEROS was developed to predict the processes of interception, infiltration,

surface runoff and erosion from small agricultural and urban watersheds by representing
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a watershed with a series of cascading planes and channels. Overland flow and channel

flow processes are approximated by the kinematic wave equation and solved with finite

deference techniques. Infiltration is calculated using the Smith and Parlange (1978)

modification of the Green-Ampt equation. Hydrologic inputs to KINEROS include the

surface roughness coefficient or Manning's n, the effective saturated hydraulic

conductivity, the effective net capillary drive, and the initial water content of the soil.

1.2. Soils Data

GIS data that can be used as input parameters to hydrologic models exists for

many parts of the world. In some areas of the United States there exists two or more

databases that can be used to parameterize soil hydrologic properties. To further the

understanding of the spatial distribution of variability soil properties, the United States

Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) has established three geographic soils

databases at three different resolutions, the National Soil Geographic Data Base

(NATSGO), the State Soil Geographic Data Base (STATSGO), and the Soil Survey

Geographic Database (SSURGO).

SSURGO maps, having the highest resolution of the three databases, are compiled

at scales ranging from 1:15,000 to 1:31,000. STATSGO maps are typically created by

generalizing the more detailed SSURGO maps and compiled at a scale of 1:250,000. The

NATSGO database classifies soils by soil series, the lowest level of the US classification

scheme. The NATSGO soils map was compiled at a scale of 1:7,500,000 and was

considered to coarse for use in this study.
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Map scale, accuracy, and resolution are interrelated. Large-scale maps are not

necessarily more accurate than small-scale maps. By definition, large-scale maps

generally show more detail and obtain higher resolutions than small-scale maps. The

resolution of a NRCS map database is based on the map unit. Each map unit delineates

an area dominated by one or more major soil types and named according to the

taxonomic classification of the dominant soils (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 2000).

By defining a range of hydrologic properties for each taxonomic class, the variability of

soils is approximated. The databases reference common attributes in a soils

interpretations record database that contains 25 soils properties for each of the 15,300

plus soil series recognized in the United States (Reybold and TeSelle, 1989).

The SSURGO database is used for county, township, and watershed planning.

The SSURGO database is created from field observations, transects, study pits, aerial

photographs, and color JR satellite imagery (Breckenfield, 2003). A soils survey

completed in 2000 by the US Department of Agriculture's Natural Resource

Conservation Service was used as the source for the SSURGO database used in this study

(U.S. Department of Agriculture, 2000).

Map unit accuracy is dependent upon the soil complexity, intensity of field

observations and data collection, and the skills of the mapper. The map units of the

SSURGO database are typically equivalent to a soil series phase. The features that effect

land use or management commonly differentiate the phases of a soil series. All soils of a

particular series have similar profiles with major horizons that are similar in composition,
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thickness, and arrangements but differ in the texture of the surface layer. (U.S.

Department of Agriculture, 2000).

The STATSGO database is used for state or multistate scale planning and

management. Whereas a SSURGO map unit may contain up to three soil components, a

STATSGO map unit can contain up to 21 components whose locations are not defined

within the unit (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1991). STATSGO data are available for

the entire United States and are typically derived from the same soil surveys used to

create the SSURGO database. However, the STATSGO soils database used in this study

was derived from several surveys independent of those used to create the SSURGO

database for Cochise County, Arizona. (Breckenfield, 2003).

1.3. Problem Statement

The widespread acceptance of physically based models has been stymied by their

need for high quality data and in particular with problems associated with the spatial

variability of infiltration parameters (Woolhiser and Goodrich, 1988). A GIS coverage

that completely describes the spatial variability of hydraulic parameters is rare. If process

based watershed modeling is to evolve from research applications to aid land

management, the ability to use readily available data must be determined.

While STATSGO GIS coverages are available for most of the United States,

SSURGO coverage availability is much more limited. In situations were two databases

are available, the modeler will naturally chose the one with the highest resolution because

it is generally assumed that it will improve model performance. Database selection can

also have ramifications in both capital and computational time. A lower resolution
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database may represent an averaging of values of a higher resolution database and, at a

certain scale, the additional resolution will no longer be a benefit.

Previous work has been done Miller (2002) investigating the effects of scale,

watershed complexity, and error in remotely sensed land cover misclassification data on

KINEROS using AGWA. This paper seeks to build on this work investigating the effects

of scale and soils data resolution on KINEROS using AGWA. This study seeks to

examine this question of scale and data resolution by looking at the effects of two soils

databases of different spatial resolutions on the performance of a physically based

hydrologic model.

1.4. Objectives 

The objectives of this research were:

1.To determine if the parameter values generated by AGWA from the lower

resolution STATSGO soils database represent a spatial averaging of the parameter values

generated from the higher resolution SSURGO database.

2.To test the hypothesis that the difference in KINEROS runoff predictions using

the SSURGO and STASGO databases will increase with increasing watershed size. This

hypothesis is based on the belief that a larger watershed will contain an increasing

number soil types and discrepancy in the hydraulic parameters between the two

databases.

3. To determine if there is a relationship between watershed size and ability of

either of the soils databases to produce runoff volumes statistically similar to observed

runoff volumes.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

KINEROS and AGWA represent the amalgamation of years of scientific

investigation and experimentation. KINEROS is a model that describes a natural process

and AGWA is program that organizes data representing an abstraction of the natural

world. Relevant literature was found in three major categories: the spatial resolution of

soil properties, the effects of scale on hydrologie modeling, and the estimation of soil

hydraulic properties from soil texture.

2.1. Spatial Variation of Soils Properties

The chemical and physical properties of soil have been known to exhibit

significant spatial variability (Loague and Gander, 1990; Peck et al., 1977). Davis et al.

(1996) measured saturated hydraulic conductivities (Ks) in the deep, permeable forest

soils of the Myrtle II experimental watersheds near Melbourne, Australia. The study

used three different measurement techniques to determine Ks. One technique, the

constant head well permeameter (CHWP) was implemented in situ using an instrument

called an Amoozemeter (Ksat Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina). The two other techniques

removed small (6.3 cm x 7.3 cm) and large (22.3 cm x 30.0 cm) cores and measured Ks

in the laboratory using constant head methods described by Klute and Dirksen (1986).

Table 1 shows a summary of the data presented in the paper by Davis et al.

(1996). The study used exploratory data analysis methods (EDA) (Hoaglin et al., 1983)

to determine the median, upper and lower fourths, and fourth spread and conclude that

measured Ks was statistically different between each of the techniques. The large core

measurements produced Ks measurements one to three orders of magnitude higher than
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the small core or CHWP measurements. This was attributed to the large core method's

ability to incorporate the effects of macropores. This technique was labor intensive and

required the use of earth moving equipment. The small core measurements were

considerably simpler to implement but produced the lowest estimates of Ks. Table 1 also

shows how Ks values were significantly higher in the upper horizon (0.0 - 0.5m)

compared to the lower horizon (0.5 - 5.0m) from all three techniques.

Table 1. Ks Data Collected on the Myrtle II Watershed (m/day).

0.0 - 0.5 m Soil Laver
Method n Lower fourth Median Upper fourth Fourth spread
CHWP 12 1.0 1.8 3.4 2.4
Small Core 20 0.07 0.4 0.8 0.7
Large Core 7 11.0 55.0 88.0 77.0

0.5 - 5.0 m Soil Laver
Method n Lower fourth Median Upper fourth Fourth spread
CHWP 65 0.05 0.09 0.21 0.16
Small Core 35 0.04 0.09 0.26 0.22
Large Core 10 0.31 1.60 3.7 3.4
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The spatial variability of infiltration is also significant. Loague and Gander

(1990) explored the variability of infiltration on the ARS R-5 experimental watershed

near Chickasha, Oklahoma in an effort to determine the cause of the poor performance of

a quasi-physically rainfall runoff model. Infiltration rates were measured using a large-

diameter single ring infiltrometer at 157 locations in a 25 meter grid. The mean and

standard deviation of the infiltration rates were 1.58 x 10 -5 and 1.16 x 10 -5 mis,

respectively. Sharma et al. (1980) performed a similar study on the same watershed

where infiltration rates were measured with a double ring infiltrometer at 26 locations on

a 60 meter irregular grid. The mean and standard deviation of the infiltration rates of the

Sharma study were 1.22 x 10 -5 and 0.73 x 10 -5 mis, respectively. Loague and Gander

found an increase in the coefficient of variation between their study and the Sharma study

(0.7 and 0.6, respectively) despite a smaller grid interval and 6 times the amount of data.

2.2. Effects of soil variability on hydrologic modeling

When geographic data are used to describe the natural world, the issue of scale

becomes important. Cao and Lam (1997) identified at least four meanings of scale in the

literature. In this paper we will refer to one, the measurement scale or resolution, as the

subject of concern. Spatial resolution can be defined as a measurement of the smallest

piece of data distinguishable in a data set, such as the individual pixels in a remotely

sensed image. Resolution relates to hydrologic modeling because it defines how much of

the variability in the soils data is captured.

It has been argued that one of the limits to physically based models is their ability

to incorporate data that accurately represent the spatial variability of soils (Loague and
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Freeze, 1985). Davis et al. (1999) studied the effects of a physically based watershed

model to measured Ks obtained by the three different measurement techniques in the

1996 study mentioned earlier (Davis et al., 1996). The Topog Dynamic model uses a

daily time step to simulate the processes of water movement through a watershed as

either overland flow or saturated lateral flow. The model was run over a seven year

period on the Myrtle II watershed near Melbourne, Australia using the three estimates of

Ks. The model assumed that the soil had two layers and incorporated Ks measurements

for the top 0.5 m and 0.5 — 5.0 m layers of soil.

The model predictions of daily watershed runoff were compared to observed

values and the study found considerable differences depending on which measurement

technique was used to estimate Ks. The large core technique produced superior

predictions of discharge showing a "generally good fit to the 1:1 line, with an r2 value of

0.75" while the others overestimated discharge and had an "extremely poor fit to the 1:1

line and r2 values of 0.38 and 0.32, respectively" (Davis et al., 1999). The study is

significant because it shows the importance of the contribution of macropores to the

estimation of Ks. The small core measurement technique is similar to the methods used

to create SSURGO soils maps by the USDA - point data obtained by sample pits along

transects that are extrapolated out to the element scale (U.S. Department of Agriculture,

2000).

In 1996, using the KINEROS model, Woolhiser, et al. (1996) determined that the

spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity has a significant impact on predicting runoff

hydrographs, particularly in smaller runoff events. They wrote,
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"It has often been said that poor agreement between
measured hydrographs and model predictions is due to our
poor understanding of the hydrologic processes. However,
it appears that we should say that because of our
understanding of surface runoff processes, we can expect
that agreement will be poor if our model structure cannot
accommodate spatial variability of Ks, or precipitation and
the interaction of infiltration and surface runoff after
rainfall has stopped or we do not have adequate knowledge
of these kind of field conditions."

Merz and Plate (1997) investigated the effects of spatial variability of infiltration

parameters and initial soil moisture on a process based model. Random, structured, and

spatially constant values were assigned to soil input parameters and tested against storm

events of different sizes. The effects of spatial variability were event dependent and the

effects were smallest for small and large events and greatest for medium sized storm

events. The authors concluded that the spatial variability of soil moisture and soil

properties could be neglected for storms with return periods greater than 10 years.

Woolhiser and Goodrich (1988) also found that for very large storms the

variability of Ks is overwhelmed by the high intensity rainfall rates where Hortonian

overland flow is the dominant runoff producing mechanism. In addition, using a model

similar to KINEROS, they determined that geometric or arithmetic averages of Ks could

not be substituted for a spatially varying Ks when modeled in conjunction with a spatially

varying rainfall.

2.3. Estimation of Soil Hydraulic Properties From Soil Texture

The use of infiltration parameters in hydrologic modeling requires the modeler to

either measure the parameters directly or make estimates based on other physical

information about the watershed. Direct measurement of infiltration parameters can be
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so costly and time consuming that it becomes impractical. In many areas soil texture data

may be available and used to estimate infiltration characteristics (Loague and Gander,

1990). Rawls et al. (1982) devised relationships between soil texture and hydraulic

parameters by assembling this information on 1323 soils with 5350 horizons from 26

sources.

Several authors have noted the problems in using soil texture to estimate

hydraulic properties. Bevin (1989) noted that the variance associated with estimates of

hydraulic conductivities for each texture is not small relative to the mean. He also noted

that some of the measurements were based on small fragments of soil that estimate matrix

conductivities and neglect the "effects of structural and biotic voids which must surely be

important in determining the grid scale parameters."

Loague and Gander (1990) showed that soil hydraulic properties could be

unrelated to soil texture in their study involving 157 infiltration measurements mentioned

previously. Although the watershed contained three soil types all classified as loam, their

steady state infiltration rates varied substantially. The mean infiltration measurements for

the Kingfisher, Grant, and Renfrow soil types were 0.95 x 10 -5 , 1.99 x 10 -5 , and

1.34 x 10 -5 (mis) respectively, and standard deviations were 0.93 x 10 -5 , 1.28 x 10 -5 , and

0.90 x 10 -5 (mis) respectively. Goodrich (1990) accounts for this discrepancy in his study

when using K1NEROS on the Lucky Hills watershed, located within the Walnut Gulch

watershed, by applying an optimization parameter to saturated hydraulic conductivity.
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2.4. Benefits of Research

Although there has been a significant amount of research done on spatial

variability of soil hydraulic properties and their effect on hydrologic modeling, there is a

knowledge gap that this research will attempt to fill. There is a current gap in the

literature on the use of Soil Conservation Service (NRCS) soils GIS data in physically-

based hydrologic models. No research was found that reported the effects of using

NRCS data or how the different available NRCS data sets effect the simulated runoff

values from a hydrologic model.

There are two notable benefits of this research. The first is to explore the effects

of NRCS soils data resolution on a physically based hydrologic model. The second is to

assist in the continued development and application of automated watershed modeling

with AGWA and KINEROS.
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3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Overview

The kinematic runoff and erosion hydrologic model was chosen in this research

because of its ability to model small (< 1002 km) semi-arid watersheds (Syed, 1999) and

its direct applicability to the USDA - ARS Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed.

Extensive calibration and testing of K1NEROS has been done on Walnut Gulch, for

which a large amount of rainfall and runoff data are available.

The AGWA GIS interface to KINEROS was developed by the Agricultural

Research Service's Southwest Research Center to provide a simple, direct, and repeatable

method for hydrologic parameterization using GIS data (Semmens et al. 2002). The

data inputs, soils, topography, landcover, and rainfall, have been developed and tested

using AGWA for several years and this work is an extension of its ongoing development.

AGWA was used to develop the input parameters for runoff estimation by the

KINEROS model. The inputs to AGWA include GIS coverages of soils, topography, and

landcover. A homogeneous land cover input was used to reduce the variability of input

parameters between watersheds. Stock pond storage was modeled by adding information

to the parameter files. Eight parameter files that represented combinations of four

different watersheds and two soil databases were used with 29 rainfall files to generate

232 model runs.

The process of running KINEROS was automated by the use of an ARC/INFO

macro with a computational time step of 0.25 minutes (Appendix C). The predicted
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runoffs were then extracted from the KINEROS's output file and compared to observed

runoffs that had been previously recorded.

3.2. Site Description of the Study Area

The 148 lcm2 (58 mi2) USDA — ARS Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed is

located in southeastern Arizona near the city of Tombstone at the transition zone between

the Sonoran and Chihuahuan deserts (Figure 1). Walnut Gulch contains 25 flumes and

111 rain gauges on its 36,000 acres (Figure 2) and has been host to hydrologic, erosion,

and sedimentation research since 1953 (additional information at

http://www.tucson.ars.ag.gov). The watershed is comprised of rolling hills with

elevations that range between 1190 and 2150 meters mean sea level. Urbanization is

present on the watershed near Tombstone but the dominant land use is cattle grazing with

some mining activates evident in the southwestern portion.

The watershed is primarily composed of Chihuahuan desertscrub and scrub

grassland vegetation (Nichols, 1999). The lower 2/3 of the watershed is dominated by

desertscrub species including creosote bush (Larrea tridentada), white-thorn acacia

(Acacia constricta), tarbush (Flourensia cernua), snakeweed (Gutierrazia sarothrae),

and burroweed (Aplopappus tenuisectus). The upper 1/3 of the watershed is domintated

by grass species including black grama (Bouteloua. gracilis), sideoats grama (B.

curtipendula), bush muhly (Muhlenbergia porteri), and Lehmann's lovegass (Eragrostis

lehmannniana). Included in the upper portions of the watershed are the shrubs found in

the lower portions and vice versa.
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The climate of the watershed has been classified as semiarid with a mean annual

temperatures in the city of Tombstone of 17.6 degrees C and a mean annual precipitation

of 324 mm. Precipitation is nearly always rain and occurs in either the summer as highly

localized, convective storms, or in the winter as low-intensity storms that encompass a

larger part of the watershed. Annual rainfall is highly variable on the watershed. Most

runoff events occur as the result of summer storms of relatively high intensity (Renard et

al., 1993).

The northern 2/3 of the Walnut Gulch watershed sits atop the Tombstone

pediment, a deposit of Quaternary and Tertiary alluvium shed from the Dragoon

mountains draining towards the San Pedro river (Figure 3). In the southern portion of the

watershed are the geologically complex Lucky Hills characterized by tertiary volcanics

along with faulted and uplifted sedimentary rock that overlays igneous rock (Gilluly,

1956). Higher mean drainage densities are found in the alluvial areas (3.16 km/km2) than

in the hills (1.87 km/km2) (Nichols, 1999).

Large deposits of limestone influence the well-drained soils of Walnut Gulch.

The upper horizons are composed of up to 60% gravel and lower horizons are generally

less gravelly (Renard et al., 1993). The NRCS SSURGO soil survey delineates over 30

soil map units in the watershed (Figure 5). Major soil units include Elgin-Stronghold,

Lucky Hills-McNeal, McAllister-Stronghold, and Tombstone. Lucky Hills soils are

coarse-loamy, mixed, thermic Ustochreptic Calciorthids. McNeal soils are fine-loamy,

mixed, thermic Ustalfic haplargids. Stronghold soils are coarse-loamy, mixed, thermic

Ustollic Calciorthids. Elgin soils are fine, mixed, thermic Ustollic Paleargids.
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McAllister soils are fine-loamy, mixed, thermic, Ustollic Haplargids and Tombstone soils

are Ustollic Calciorthids (Nichols, 1999).

To determine if watershed size affected the outcome of the study, four watersheds

were chosen from Walnut Gulch that varied in size and shape (Figure 2). Watershed 2

was the largest and encompassed 11,371 ha. This size is slightly larger than the

suggested upper end of 100 square kilometers (10,000 ha) that is recommended for

KINEROS. Watershed 15 contains 2,393 ha and is located in the southern part of Walnut

Gulch while watersheds 8 and 11 are at the northern end containing 1,550 ha and 827 ha

respectively. Watershed 8 contains watershed 11 and watershed 2 contains watershed 8

and 15 (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. The Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed
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Figure 2. Walnut Gulch Flumes, Rain Gauges, and Stock Ponds
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Figure 5. STATSGO Soils in Walnut Gulch
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3.3. KINEROS 

KINEROS is an event oriented, physically based model that describes the

processes of interception, infiltration, and runoff from small watersheds. KINEROS

represents a watershed as a cascade of planes and channels whose geometric, hydrologic,

and infiltration characteristics are required to determine runoff. These parameters are

considered homogeneous over each plane and channel element (Miller, 2002).

KINEROS2 1.0 was the software version of the KINEROS model used in this

study. It is packaged as a stand-alone executable file that can be run from the command

prompt on any Intel type PC. The inputs to KINEROS2 include a rainfall file (.pre) and a

parameter file (.par).

KINEROS2 can be run at a variety of time durations and time steps the lengths of

which are not arbitrary. The time duration must be long enough to capture the entire

rainfall event. For this study, a duration of 900 minutes was selected for all runs to

accommodate for the longest rainfall event. A time step of 0.25 minutes was selected

with the auto adjust time step feature turned off.

The computational time step that KINEROS2 uses is adjustable and has an effect

on the output. A time step that is too long will not accurately predict runoff and produce

an error in the output file stating that the element hydrographs are not well represented.

The shorter time steps caused significant increases in time to complete the each model

run. Time steps of 5.0, 3.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.1, and 0.01 minutes were tested on the largest and

smallest watersheds (2 and 11) and it was found that, in some configurations, the time

step setting had a significant impact on the prediction of runoff (see Appendix A). From
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this experiment it was determined that the 0.25 minute time step was short enough to

avoid error messages and to complete model runs in an acceptable amount of time.

KINEROS2 also has a feature that automatically adjusts the computational time

step to maintain numerical accuracy as put forth by the Courant condition (Courant et al.,

1967). This feature was also tested and found that it had negligible impact on simulated

runoff at the 0.25-minute time step interval and was not used.

3.3.1. KINEROS2 inputs

The .par file contains all the hydrologic information needed for each plane and

channel element. This includes saturated hydraulic conductivity, mean capillary drive,

pore size distribution index, porosity, and volumetric rock fraction. The .par file is a text

file containing information on each channel and plane element as well as generic

information about conditions such as temperature and soil particle densities. The .par file

can be automatically generated with AGWA. In this study AGWA generated eight .par

files, one for each watershed and soil type combination. AGWA generates a .par file

when a watershed, landcover, topography, and soils combination is selected. An example

.par file is shown in Appendix E. For brevity, this file has been truncated to show the

first channel element and three plane elements.

The .pre file contains all the information to describe a particular storm event.

Hundreds of rainfall events have been observed on Walnut Gulch since its inception in

1953. For each event a temporal and spatial picture is obtained by recording the amount

of rainfall at certain time intervals at each rain gauge. KINEROS2 requires rainfall
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information in the form of a text file (.pre). This file contains the x and y location of each

rain gauge as well as the rainfall intensity with reference to the start of the event.

Twenty-nine rainfall events were selected for use in this study. They represented

a range of small to large events dating from 1976 to 1990 for the months of June thru

October. The events were records of the highly localized, convective summer storms that

are common to the area in the summer.

KINEROS2 also uses estimates of initial soil saturation to determine runoff. The

soil saturation estimates were calculated with the model Arid Basin (ARDBSN) based on

soil type and previous rainfall records over the course of the measurement period. Using

the Walnut Gulch soil survey and rainfall histories at each rain gauge, ARDBSN

calculated initial soil saturation values at each rain gauge location. This information was

added for every rain gauge in each of the 29 rainfall files.

3.4. AGWA

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is a suite of computer software

applications that specialize in the organization and analysis of spatially distributed data.

All of the GIS coverage creation and analysis for this study was performed in the GIS

software application ArcView l (ESRI, 1998), ARC/INFO' (ESRI, 1996), and the

Automated Geospatial Watershed Assessment tool (AGWA; Semmens et al., 2002).

AGWA is packaged as an extension to ArcView and available for free at

http://wwvv.tucson.ars.ag.gov/agwa.

1 Mention of a trade name is provided for convenience of the reader only and does not imply endorsement

by the author or the University of Arizona.
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AGWA creates the channels and planes that are used by KINEROS2 to simulate

runoff during the process of watershed delineation. The modeler tells AGWA the

contributing source area (CSA) threshold value that determines when flow becomes

channelized. The size of the CSAs determines the number and size of channel and plane

elements in a discretized watershed. In this study the CSA value was set at 1.5% of

watershed area. This number was chosen because it was shown to produce a desired

degree of accuracy (Miller, 2002) and also provides for the addition of stock pond

elements to the parameter file (See section 3.4.2.). The resulting number of planes for

watersheds 11, 8, 15, and 2 were 67, 72, 104, and 91 respectively. The lower number of

plane elements present in watershed 2 was due to the fact that pond elements were not

added to that watershed (see Section 3.4.2.).

3.4.1. Hydraulic Parameter Estimation

AGWA generates the hydraulic parameters for each plane element when it

creates the parameter file (.par) for use in KINEROS2 (Semmens et al., 2002).

KINEROS considers hydraulic parameters to be homogeneous over a plane element. In

many instances a plane element will overlap more that one soil polygon. In addition,

each soil polygon may contain multiple soil components and each soil component may

contain multiple layers, each with its own soil texture. AGWA performs depth and area

weighting to account for this. By averaging the hydraulic properties for each layer and

component, a single parameter value is produced for each plane element.

AGWA uses soil texture (i.e. sandy loam) to determine some of the hydraulic

parameters that KINEROS2 uses to determine runoff. Hydraulic parameters are not
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available for every soil series so a relationship developed by Rawls et al. (1982) was used

to create a look up table that AGWA references to relate soil texture to parameter value

(Appendix D) (Semmens, 2002). This table can be adjusted to account for the variations

within texture classes.

The parameter values in table D-1 were calibrated by exercises performed on the

Walnut Gulch watershed (Miller, 2002). Calibration was performed for the texture

values found in the STATSGO database, (Miller, 2003). Because of this, some textures

in the SSURGO database have not been calibrated. The uncalibrated textures use the

default parameter values defined by Rawls et al. (1982). The calibration of Table D-1

was done previous to this work and no other parameter calibration was performed for this

study.

KINEROS uses parameter values to determine the soil's infiltrability and

conversely, runoff. Infiltrability,fc (mm/hr), is the limiting rate at which water can enter

the soil surface, and is described by Smith and Parlange (1978):

fc ---- Ks[ 1 + a/( exp(aI / B) — 1)

I is infiltrated depth in mm, Ks is saturated hydraulic conductivity (mm/hr),

B — (G + hw)(0, — O t) where G is net capillary drive in mm, II, is surface water depth in

mm, and A s — et is the unit storage capacity. a is a parameter representing soil type that

varies from 0 to 1.

Equation 1 illustrates how Ks and G describes the rate at which water moves

through a saturated soil layer. A lower Ks value will result in a lower infiltrability and

higher amount of runoff The amount of runoff contributed by G is determined by the
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saturation of the soil. When the soil is at field capacity 0, — O t will approach zero and

nullify the effects of G. Thus the contributions of G are only notable before the soil has

become saturated, after which the contributions from Ks dominate.

3.4.2. AGWA Inputs

The inputs used in AGWA include information on soils, topography, land cover,

and the point locations of watershed outlets (flumes) and stock ponds. In this exercise

polygon coverages of SSURGO and STATSGO soils for Cochise county were used, as

well as raster coverages representing elevation and vegetation. These included a 30

meter Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and a modified vegetation coverage.

AGWA accepts North American Landscape Characterization (NALC) as a

vegetation input (EROS Data Center Distributed Active Archive Center, 1993). The type

of vegetation cover will effect the value of some of the hydrologic parameters that

AGWA writes in the .par file and effect the value of simulated runoff. Because

vegetation varies from watershed to watershed, using an actual vegetation coverage

would make runoff comparisons between watersheds more difficult. In order to reduce

the number of variables, a homogeneous vegetation coverage was created for the region

that is representative of the NALC classification of continuous desertscrub. The

ramifications of the homogeneous vegetation coverage on the experimental design are

discussed further in section 5.4.

3.4.3. Stock Pond Storage

There are several stock ponds in the area of study (Figure 2). KINEROS2 can

accommodate for the effects of pond storage if POND elements are added to the .par file.
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By using a point coverage of the stock pond locations, AGWA was directed to discretize

the watershed so that that pond elements lie at the junction of two channel elements. The

POND elements were added to the .par file by manually entering information on storage

volume for each pond element. For watersheds 11 and 8, this information was added for

ponds 216 and 218. For watershed 15, stock ponds 201, 212, and 226 were added.

Ponds 213 and 211 were omitted from watershed 15, and all ponds were omitted

from watershed 2 because AGWA could not properly delineate the watershed to

accommodate them. Several model runs were performed with and without stock pond

storage on watershed 15 to determine the effects of storage on this relatively large

watershed. Because the effects of pond storage on watershed 15 were negligible it was

determined that the effects of pond storage on a larger watershed (watershed 2) would

also be negligible. Information on pond storage was provided by Mary Nichols at the

Agricultural Research Service's Southwest Research Center (Nichols, 2003).

3.5. StudyAp il.

The study was executed in two sections. The first section was designed to

illustrate the difference in parameter values between the two soils databases. This was

accomplished by using the area and depth weighting routines built into AGWA. These

weighting routines averaged the soil hydraulic parameters for each plane element in a

watershed. AGWA was modified to accept the STATSGO soils polygons as if they were

plane elements and the SSURGO data as the soils input. In this way the SSURGO soils

parameters were area and depth weighted to the boundaries of the STATSGO polygons

and a weighted average of the SSURGO polygon's hydraulic parameters was produced
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for Cochise County, Arizona. Also, parameter values were generated for each plane

element for the second part of the study, and these values were directly compared.

The second section of the study was designed to illustrate the difference in runoff

values generated by KINEROS2 between the two soils databases. For this section,

parameter files from the soils databases and the other inputs were generated and run in

the model. AGWA created eight parameter files from which KINEROS2 created 232

output files. The output files describe contributing runoff from each of the plane and

channel elements as well as total runoff at the watershed outlet. These total runoff values

were culled from each output file and put into a spreadsheet for statistical analysis.

The runoff values for each watershed were compared with each other to determine

if the difference in runoff values between SSURGO and STATSGO data increased or

decreased with watershed size. The runoff values were compared to observed runoff data

to determine if there was a relationship between watershed size and either database's

ability to predict runoff. These observed data were obtained from previous runoff records

from Walnut Gulch.
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4. MODELING RESULTS

4.1. Parameter Comparison by STATSGO Polygon

One of the premises when conducting this study was that different soil databases

would produce different predicted runoffs. This hypothesis was based on the assumption

that the STATSGO database was not a 'scaled up' representation or a weighted average

of the SSURGO database. To investigate this hypothesis the hydraulic parameters

generated by AGWA from the two databases were compared.

The results of this weighting exercise, with respect to saturated hydraulic

conductivity (Ks) and mean capillary drive (G), are displayed in Figure 6. These

parameters were chosen because they are the most sensitive to KINEROS when

determining infiltrabilty (Miller, 2003). The Ks and G parameter values for each

STATSGO polygon were plotted against the area and depth weighted SSURGO data. It

was hypothesized that if STATSGO data represented an average of the higher resolution

SSURGO data, a relationship would become evident in the linear regression equations.

The linear regression equations found in the graphs on Figure 6 show the regression

coefficient of determination (r2) values for both Ks and G to be very low (0.0035 and

0.0811 respectively). The low regression coefficients of determination indicate that there

is no relationship between the STATSGO and SSURGO parameter values.

4.2. Parameter Comparison by Plane Element

The soil parameter analysis was also conducted at the watershed scale. AGWA

calculated hydraulic parameters for each plane element when it generated the .par file for

KINEROS2. The .par files were created for the main portion of the study for watersheds
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2, 15, 8, and 11 from both databases. The values in the .par file for were compiled and

their results are shown in Table 2 and Figures 7 - 10. Similar to the countywide

comparison, the results show a high degree of variability of the SSURGO soil parameters

with respect to STATSGO, especially in watersheds 8 and 2. In watershed 2, Ks values

varied between 9.7 and 111.8 mm/hr for SSURGO soils and between 3.4 and 7.5 mm/hr

in the corresponding STATSGO soils. In watershed 8 Ks values varied between 2.3 and

56.9 mm/hr for SSURGO soils and did not vary from 7.5 mm/hr in the corresponding

STATSGO soils.

A large variance between minimum and maximum values in watersheds 8 and 2

was noted in the Ks values of SSURGO data in Table 2. The reason that very high Ks

values were found in SSURGO watersheds 8 and 2 and not in watersheds 11 or 15 can be

seen in Figure 4. A ribbon of Riverwash — Bodecker complex soil type can be seen in

both of these watersheds. This soil type is found in the wide gravelly washes and has a

very high rate of infiltration. A smaller plane element that has a significant amount of

this soil present will have correspondingly higher Ks values.
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Figure 6. Soil Hydraulic Parameters for Cochise County



Table 2. Statistics of Hydraulic Parameters of Plane Elements,
Ks (mm/hr) and G (mm).

Watershed 11 SSURGO Ks STATSGO Ks SSURGO G STATSGO G

Mean 6.64 7.50 165.99 114.90

Max 9.28 7.50 251.60 114.90

Min 5.11 7.50 122.30 114.90

St Dev 1.54 0.00 30.12 0.00

Watershed 8 SSURGO Ks STATSGO Ks SSURGO G STATSGO G

Mean 8.63 7.50 173.07 114.90

Max 56.90 7.50 261.10 114.90

Min 2.26 7.50 103.90 114.90

St Dey 9.18 0.00 32.55 0.00

Watershed 15 SSURGO Ks STATSGO Ks SSURGO G STATSGO G

Mean 8.40 7.39 174.80 116.00

Max 14.57 7.50 329.00 147.10

Min 0.29 4.21 83.48 114.90

St Dey 4.34 0.48 49.42 4.65

Watershed 2 SSURGO Ks STATSGO Ks SSURGO G STATSGO G

Mean 9.72 7.09 183.03 119.41

Max 111.80 7.50 275.10 193.80

Min 0.52 3.45 88.15 113.80

St Dev 12.21 1.09 40.36 13.07

Table 3. Unique Soil Polygons by Watershed

SSURGO STATSGO

Watershed 11 6 1

Watershed 8 8 1

Watershed 15 16 2

Watershed 2 25 3
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Figure 7. Soil Hydraulic Parameters by Plane Element for Watershed 11
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Figure 8. Soil Hydraulic Parameters by Plane Element for Watershed 8
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Figure 9. Soil Hydraulic Parameters by Plane Element for Watershed 15
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Figure 10. Soil Hydraulic Parameters by Plane Element for Watershed 2
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4.3. Model Results 

In this paper the term 'simulated runoff refers to the area weighted value of

runoff where volume at the watershed outlet is divided by the watershed area and

recorded as a depth in mm. Simulated runoff was plotted in several different ways to

help give a visual impression of the model's performance. Plots of simulated runoff

using SSURGO data versus simulated runoff using STATSGO data are displayed in

Figures 11 and 12. The plots revealed that SSURGO data simulated less runoff than

STATSGO data in nearly all events and watersheds.

Plots of simulated runoff of SSURGO data versus observed runoff and plots of

simulated runoff of STATSGO data versus observed runoff are displayed in Figures 13 -

18. One of the observed runoff values for watershed 8 in the event that occurred on

8/1/90 was deemed suspicious. Although runoff was observed on this day in the

watershed upstream (11) and downstream (2), no runoff was recorded at flume number 8.

It was concluded that this could be due to a recording error and the event was dropped

from the analysis for all watersheds.

In the plots for watershed 11 and 8 it appeared that the prediction of runoff in the

larger storm events was not as effective. In order to determine how the model performed

on small to medium sized events, plots of simulated runoff versus observed events with

less than 3 mm of flow were created for watersheds 11 and 8 (Figures 17 and 18).

Rainfall versus simulated and observed runoff was plotted for each rainfall event

as another way to compare trends in simulated and observed runoff Area weighted

rainfall was calculated by KINEROS2 using a Thessian polygon weighting scheme on the
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rainfall records. This information was recorded in the output file and used with the

runoff data to produce Figures 19 and 20.

The linear regression lines in Figures 19 and 20 depict how STATSGO data

consistently simulates more runoff than both SSURGO data and observed values. The

figures also show that as watershed size increases, area weighted runoff decreases, with

the exception of watershed 2. A visual interpretation of the figures shows the SSURGO

data predictions being closer to the observed values but because of the poor r2 values, this

interpretation was not tested with the Student's T-test.

Linear regression lines were fitted to the plots of observed runoff (x) versus

simulated runoff (y) as well as simulated runoff for STATSGO data (x) versus simulated

runoff for SSURGO data (y). Based on the linear equation y = bx + a, the intercept (a) of

0 and a slope (b) of 1 would produce a 1:1 relationship that would indicate perfect

agreement between observed and simulated values. Coefficients of determination (r2) and

standard error (Se) values were calculated for each regression line. Coefficients of

determination indicate the level of fit of the data to the regression equation with a value

of 1 indicating a perfect fit of the data. Standard error measures the amount of variation

in the samples about the regression line. A standard error value of 0 indicates that all of

the samples lie on the regression line.
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Figure 11. SSURGO vs. STATSGO Simulated Runoff
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Figure 12. SSURGO vs. STATSGO Simulated Runoff
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Figure 13. Simulated vs. Observed Runoff on Watershed 11
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Figure 14. Simulated vs. Observed Runoff on Watershed 8
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Figure 15. Simulated vs. Observed Runoff on Watershed 15
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Figure 16. Simulated vs. Observed Runoff on Watershed 2
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Figure 17. Simulated vs. Observed Runoff on Watershed 11
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Figure 18. Simulated vs. Observed Runoff on Watershed 8
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Figure 19. Runoff vs. Area Averaged Rainfall
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Figure 20. Runoff vs. Area Averaged Rainfall
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4.4. Student's T test Analysis

Although a perfect relationship between simulated and observed results would be

the goal of any model, it is rarely achieved. In this study the model's performance was

evaluated using statistical methods. The Student's t-test (Lapin, 1975) was employed to

determine if simulated runoff was statistically different from observed runoff, or if

simulated runoff from STATSGO data was statistically different from simulated runoff

from SSURGO data.

The test was applied to the means of the pairings of data. A data pair compared

two runoff values from the same storm event on the same watershed. The 28 data pairs

for each watershed were analyzed together to determine the computed T value.

Comparing the computed T value to the tabulated T value at a level of significance of a =

0.05 tested the hypothesis Ho, that the mean difference between the pairs is equal to 0.

Tables 4 and 5 show the results of the tests. If T computed was greater than T tabulated,

Ho was rejected and the sets were not considered statistically similar. If T computed was

less than the T tabulated, Ho was not rejected and the sets were considered statistically

similar.



I t computedI t critical Ho Result

7.293 	2.0521	 reject

Table 4. Paired T-test Results— Simulated vs. Observed Runoff

Watershed 11 t computed t critical Ho Result

STATSGO vs. Observed -3.875 2.052 reject

SSURGO vs. Observed -0.684 2.052 fail to reject

STATSGO vs. Observed < 3mm -3.197 2.064 reject

SSURGO vs. Observed < 3mm 0.381 2.064 fail to reject

Watershed 8

STATSGO vs. Observed -2.442 2.052 reject

SSURGO vs. Observed 2.976 2.052 reject

STATSGO vs. Observed < 3mm -2.164 2.069 reject

SSURGO vs. Observed < 3mm 2.276 2.069 reject

Watershed 15

STATSGO vs. Observed -2.396 2.052 reject

SSURGO vs. Observed -0.420 2.052 fail to reject

Watershed 2

STATSGO vs. Observed -3.658 i	 2.052 reject

SSURGO vs. Observed

1	
1.543 2.052 fail to reject

Table 5. Paired T-test Results — STATSGO vs. SSURGO Runoff
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Watershed 11

STATSGO vs. SSURGO

Watershed 8 

STATSGO vs. SSURGO	 I 5.921 1 2.0521

Watershed 15 

STATSGO vs. SSURGO	 I 4.101 1 	2.0521

Watershed 2

STATSGO vs. SSURGO	 I 5.437 1 	2.0521	 reject

reject

reject
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4.5. Summary and Conclusions

4.5.1 Hydraulic Parameter Comparison

The hydraulic parameter comparison was performed to see if values generated by

AGWA from STATSGO data represented a spatial averaging of the values generated

from SSURGO data. The parameter values generated by AGWA were compared at two

different scales: the STATSGO polygon scale where the SSURGO parameters were

averaged to STATSGO polygon for Cochise county, and the plane element scale where

both soils database parameter values were averaged to the same area.

Figure 6 shows the range of the Ks and G parameter values for Cochise county.

The figure illustrates the large variance in minimum and maximum values of Ks in

SSRUGO data compared to STATSGO data. The r2 values of the regression equations

indicate the level at which the regression equations approximate the data. The regression

equations for both Ks and G have very low r2 values indicating that there is no

relationship between the two soil databases. In other words, the averaged SSURGO

values are statistically different from the STATSGO polygon values. Plots showing the

range of other hydraulic parameters for Cochise County can be found in Appendix B.

Figures 7 — 10 and Table 2 show the range of Ks and G used as inputs for

STATSGO versus SSURGO. They show that values from SSURGO have higher

standard deviations and variance between maximum and minimum values of Ks than

STATSGO. The fact that watersheds 8 and 11 are contained within a single STATSGO

polygon (Table 3) explains the Standard Deviation of 0 for Ks and G.
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4.5.2. Model Results

Figures 11 and 12, showing simulated runoff from SSURGO and STATSGO data,

illustrate how SSURGO data consistently simulated less runoff than STATSGO data for

nearly every rainfall event. Linear regression lines that approximated the relationship

between the two databases were also plotted and a general trend, with the exception of

watershed 15, of decreasing slope values with increasing watershed size was observed.

The values of the regression coefficients of determination were high for these plots (0.73

- 0.98) and generally decreased with increasing watershed size.

Figures 19 and 20 plot observed and simulated runoff against rainfall for each

rainfall event. These plots also demonstrate how STATSGO data consistently simulated

more runoff than SSURGO data. In watersheds 11 and 2 SSURGO data simulated less

runoff than observed. The values of the regression coefficients of determination were

low for these plots (0.18 - 0.46) and thus less importance should be placed on the

positions of these regression lines.

Figures 13 — 18 were used to compare modeled runoff to observed runoff. In

these comparisons the modeled results were judged on how well they emulated observed

runoff for each storm event. Figures 13 and 17 illustrate the superior performance of

SSURGO data on watershed 11. The slope values of the STATSGO data were over 2.0

and only improved slightly to 1.87 when larger observed runoff events were removed.

The slope and intercept predictions improved significantly for SSURGO data when larger

storm events were removed.
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Figures 14 and 18 indicate that STATSGO data outperformed SSURGO data on

watershed 8. SSURGO data generally under predicted runoff when compared to

observed. While STATSGO's slope approximated the 1:1 line, SSURGO's sagged into

negative territory with a slope of 0.56 for all events and 0.48 for small and medium

events. The presence of the Riverwash — Bodecker Complex soils accounted for the high

Ks values present on some SSURGO plane elements (Figure 8) and could have

contributed to the under predictions.

In watershed 15 predictions by SSURGO data were superior to STATSGO data in

both slope and intercept (Figure 15). An analysis of just the low and medium observed

events for watersheds 15 and 2 was not done because there were no observed runoff

records greater that 3mm. While the slope of the regression line for SSURGO data was

the closest to 1.0 for all non-modified runs, the regression coefficient was quite low

(0.55). There were several events where SSURGO data simulated runoff but no runoff

was observed.

Results for watershed 2 (Figure 16) were surprisingly similar to watershed 8

(Figure 14). In both cases the STATSGO slope approximated the 1:1 line while

SSURGO slopes fell below the 1:1 line. In both cases SSURGO under predicted a

majority of the events but had an intercept of approximately 0.

4.5.3. Paired T-test Results

The summary of T-test results of simulated versus observed values is presented in

Table 4. Values under the column titled 'Ho Result' indicate if the test accepted or

rejected the hypothesis that the two sets of data were statistically similar. The tests
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indicate that for watershed 11, 15, and 2, SSURGO data produced runoff results that were

statistically similar to observed runoff. For all watersheds, the test indicated that

STATSGO data did not produce runoff results that were statistically similar to observed

runoff. Neither STATSGO nor SSURGO produced runoff results that were statistically

similar to observed runoff on watershed 8. The values of the T computed show no

increasing or decreasing trend for either data sets. The T-values decrease on watersheds

11 and 8 when the larger rainfall events are removed.

Table 5 presents a summary of the of the T-test results where predicted runoff

from STATSGO and SSURGO are compared. The test fails the hypothesis that the

runoffs are statistically similar for all watersheds. A general decreasing trend in the T

computed values with watershed size was seen with the exception of watershed 2. The

hypothesis that the difference in runoff predictions between the data sets will increase

with increasing watershed size was not supported. The decreasing T computed values

increasing with watershed size suggest that the difference in runoff predictions decreases

with increasing watershed size.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of this research were:

1.To determine if the parameter values generated by AGWA from the lower

resolution STATSGO soils database represent a spatial averaging of the parameter values

generated from the higher resolution SSURGO database.

2.To test the hypothesis that the difference in KINEROS runoff predictions using

the SSURGO and STASGO databases will increase with increasing watershed size. This

hypothesis is based on the belief that a larger watershed will contain an increasing

number soil types and discrepancy in hydraulic parameters between the two databases.

3. To determine if there is a relationship between watershed size and ability of

either of the soils databases to produce runoff volumes statistically similar to observed

runoff volumes.

5.1. Objective 1 Conclusions

To meet objective 1 the hydraulic parameters of the two data sets were compared

at two different scales. The first scale of comparison was at the STATSGO polygon scale

where SSURGO properties were area weighted to the areas of the STATSGO polygons

for Cochise County, Arizona. The second scale was the plane element scale where the

hydraulic parameters from both data sets were compared by plane element. At both

scales of comparison it was determined that STATSGO data did not represent a spatial

averaging of SSURGO data. This should lead to the assumption that STATSGO and

SSURGO data will produce different results when used in a hydrologic model.
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5.2. Objective 2 Conclusions

To meet objective 2, the two databases were applied to the KINEROS model,

their simulated runoffs were plotted against each other, and linear regression equations

were fitted to the data. The Student's T-test was used to statistically determine if the

predicted runoffs produced from SSURGO data were equivalent to the predicted runoffs

from STATSGO data on each watershed.

If the hypothesis in objective 2 were true, that with increasing watershed size

there is an increasing difference between runoff predictions, we would expect the T-test

to fail on the larger watersheds and not fail on the small watersheds. Also, we would

expect to see a general increase in the T computed values with increasing watershed size,

indicating that the difference in runoff predictions is increasing.

Table 5 shows that the hypothesis in objective 2 is not true. The T-test

determined that the runoff predictions were not similar for all watersheds and the T

computed values generally decreased with watershed size. This indicates that the

opposite of this hypothesis may be true - with increasing watershed size there is a

decreasing difference in runoff predictions. Because the T-test rejected the similarity

hypotheses for all watersheds, it cannot be statistically demonstrated from these data.

The trend in decreasing runoff differences with watershed size runs counter to the

observation that the STATSGO database does not represent a spatial averaging of the

SSURGO data. Table 2 shows that the standard deviations in the saturated hydraulic

conductivities and mean capillary drives increase with watershed size. The observation

that the difference in predicted runoffs is not increasing between the databases suggests
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that some other phenomena is reducing the effects of the variable infiltration rates on

predicted runoff at the watershed outlet.

5.3. Objective 3 Conclusions

To meet objective 3, the two databases were applied to the KINEROS model,

their simulated runoffs were plotted against observed runoff, and linear regression

equations were fitted to the data. The Student's T-test was use to statistically determine

if the predicted runoffs that resulted from using either data set were equivalent to the

corresponding observed runoffs.

The T-test was used to determine if there is a relationship between watershed size

and ability of the databases to reproduce observed runoff. If this relationship existed we

would see the T-test reject the hypothesis that predicted runoff was similar to observed

for one database more often that the other. We would also expect to see a pattern of T-

test rejections for the databases based on watershed size.

Based on the results presented in Table 4, we see that the SSURGO database is

superior in predicting runoff for both small and large watersheds. The SSURGO

database was statistically similar on all watersheds except 8. The STATSGO database

was statistically dissimilar on all watersheds. Based on the T critical values in Table 4,

there was no relationship between watershed size and either database's ability to produce

runoff volumes statistically similar to observed data, but the SSURGO database produced

statistically similar runoff for both small and large watersheds.
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5.4. General Conclusions 

Hydrologic modeling requires the use of input data at the appropriate resolution to

produce an accurate representation of runoff. This research analyzed the effects of using

two different soils databases on a hydrologic model and found that using the higher

resolution SSURGO database increased the ability of KINEROS to predict runoff with

respect to observed data. This research also found a trend, although not statistically

significant, suggesting that simulated runoffs between the STATSGO and SSURGO

databases become more similar as the modeled watershed size increased.

The soils databases used in this study were created from different sources. It was

determined that the lower resolution database did not represent a spatial averaging of the

higher one. The large difference between the hydrologic parameters produced from the

two databases produced the discrepancy in the simulated runoffs. The decreasing

difference between the two databases with increasing watershed size suggests that other

hydrological process in the model are dampening out the varying effects that the different

SSURGO soil types have upon runoff.

Although the soil textures were calibrated for the Walnut Gulch watershed, they

were done so using the STATSGO database. There are some textures that are contained

within the SSURGO database that were uncalibrated and could account for the high Ks

values seen in Figures 7 — 10. Regardless, the SSURGO database provided superior

results, indicating that the higher resolution SSURGO data are better for both small and

large watershed sizes.
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5.4. Future Research Opportunities

Several improvements to the experimental design as well as opportunities for

future research were identified during the course of this study. An oversight was

identified in the experimental design that involved the use of the homogeneous land

coverage as an input to AGWA. While the use of a homogenous landcover allows for the

comparison of predicted runoffs between watersheds, it makes the comparison to

observed runoffs less accurate. An improved experimental design would use a more

representative landcover input. This would allow the predicted runoffs to be compared to

observed runoffs with more confidence and allow for a better indication of model

performance as a function of soil database.

Several research opportunities are available by investigating the hydraulic

parameters that AGWA associates with each soil texture. The parameters associated with

the soil texture in the STATSGO database were calibrated for the Walnut Gulch

watershed and it is possible that some textures in the SSURGO database have not been

calibrated. It could be determined if the AGWA texture — parameter association needs to

be calibrated for the SSURGO database by investigating the effects of uncalibrated soil

textures on predicted runoff.

An aspect of this investigation could focus on the Riverwash — Bodecker complex

soil associated with the plane elements that have very high Ks values in Figures 7 — 10.

These high values could be due to this soil texture not being calibrated. The Ks values

that AGWA associates with this soil texture could be altered to explore the effects on

predicted runoff.
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APPENDIX C:

RUNOFF .AML

/* This AML was designed to automate the process of running KINEROS for each of the
/* 29 rainfall events on the 4 watersheds. It will create an output file (.out) with the
/* results of each run.
/* Updated 5/12/03 by Curt Bradley

/* List of watersheds and soil parameter files
&do par &list 2_ssurgo —
2_statsgo —
15 statsgo —
15_ssurgo —
8 statsgo —
8 sssurgo —
11 statsgo —
11 sssurgo

/* List of rainfall events
&do ext &list 1_760727 —
10 820731 —
11_830910 —
12_830915 —
13_830920 —
14 830926 —
15_830927 —
16_830928 —
17_840825 —
18_850717 —
19_860624 —
20_860715 —
21_860809 —
22_860810 —
23_860814 —
24_860817 —
25_860829 —
26_880820 —
27_890816 —
28_890830 —
29 900801 —
2_770622 —
3_780801 —
4 781021 —



5 800804 —
6_810715 —
7 810716 —
8_810728 —
9 810730

&type %ext%

/* write the kin.fil file
&s file_unit = [open kin fil openstatus -write]
&s [Write %file_unit%
c:\agwa\sp_thesis_data\improved sa\simulationain_sims\%par%.par]
&s [close %file_unit%]

&s file_unit = [open kin.fil openstatu.s -append]
&s [Write %file_unit% c:\agwaNext%.pre]
&s [Write %file_unit% c:\agwaNpar%_%ext%.txt]
&s [Write %file_unit% ]
&s [Write %file_unit% 900]
&s [Write %file_unit% .25]
&s [Write %file_unit% n]
&s [Write %file_unit% n]
&s [Write %file_unit% n]
&s [close %file_unit%]

Kineros2

&end
&end
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Table D-1. Look up table that AGWA uses to relate soil texture to model input
parameter values.

Texture Ks
0.6

G
407

Por
0.48

Smax
0.81

Cv
0.5

Sand
27

Silt
23

Clay
50

Dist
0.16

Kif
0.34

CBV 210 46 0.44 0.95 0.69 91 1 8 0.69 0.05

GEM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.28

CIND 210 46 0.44 0.95 0.69 91 1 8 0.69 0.02

CL 2.3 259 0.46 0.84 0.94 32 34 34 0.24 0.39

COS 210 46 0.44 0.95 0.69 91 1 8 0.69 0.15

COSL 26 127 0.45 0.91 1.9 65 23 12 0.38 0.24

FB 0.6 407 0.48 0.81 0.5 27 23 50 0.16 0.05

FRAG 210 46 0.44 0.95 0.69 91 1 8 0.69 0.05

FS 210 46 0.44 0.95 0.69 91 1 8 0.69 0.2

FSL 26 127 0.45 0.91 1.9 65 23 12 0.38 0.35

G 210 46 0.44 0.95 0.69 27 23 50 0.16 0.15

GYP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.05

HM 0.6 407 0.48 0.81 0.5 27 23 50 0.16 0.02

ICE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IND 0.3 100 0.2 0.3 0.2 0 0 0 0 0.25

13 108 0.46 0.94 0.4 42 39 19 0.25 0.42

LCOS 61 63 0.44 0.92 0.85 83 7 10 0.55 0.18

LFS 61 63 0.44 0.92 0.85 83 7 10 0.55 0.25

LS 61 63 0.44 0.92 0.85 83 7 10 0.55 0.23

LVFS 61 63 0.44 0.92 0.85 83 7 10 0.55 0.44

MUCK
PEAT

0.6
0.6
210

407
407
46

0.48
0.48
0.44

0.81
0.81
0.95

0.5
0.5

0.69

27
27
91

23
23

1

50
50
8

0.16
0.16
0.69

0.02
0.02
0.18

SC
SCL

SI
SIC

SICL
SIL
SL
SR

UWB
VAR
VFS

VFSL
WB
MPT

1.2
4.3
3

0.9
1.5
6.8
26
26
0
0

210
26
o

0.6

302
263
260
375
345
203
127
127

0
0

46
127

0
407

0.43
0.4
0.45
0.48
0.47
0.5

0.45
0.45

0
0

0.44
0.45

0
0.48

0.75
0.83
0.92
0.88
0.92
0.97
0.91
0.91

0
0

0.95
0.91

0
0.81

1
0.6
0.55
0.92
0.48
0.5
1.9
1.9
0
0

0.69
1.9
0

0.5

50
59
8
9
12
23
65
65
0
0

91
65
0
27

4
11
81
45
54
61
23
23
0
0
1

23
0
23

46
30
11
46
34
16
12
12
0
0
8
12
0
50

0.34
0.4
0.13
0.15
0.18
0.23
0.38
0.38

0
0

0.69
0.38

0
0.16

0.36
0.36
0.43
0.31
0.4
0.49
0.32
0.33
0.02
0.55
0.46
0.5
0.02
0.02
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! File Info
Watershed:	 wws2_pnd
LandCover:	 Fakenalc
Soils:	 Sp ssurgo
Number of Channels: 29
Number of Planes: 67
Contrib Source Area: 30 Acres
DEM Grid Size:	 30 m
Total Drainage Area: 1986 Acres (804 ha)
AGWA Version:	 1.31
Creation date/time: 03/12/2003 21:34

! End of File Info

BEGIN GLOBAL
CLEN = 10, UNITS = METRIC
DIAMS = 0.25, 0.033, 0.004 ! mm
DENSITY = 2.65, 2.65, 2.65 ! g/cc
TEMP = 33 !deg C
NELE = 96

END GLOBAL

BEGIN PLANE
ID= 101, LEN= 111.2, AREA= 127770.6
SL = 0.086, MAN = 0.055, X = 599815.4, Y = 3513431.8

CV= 1.02, PRINT = 1
KS = 5.58, G = 210.9, DIST = 0.27, POR = 0.463, ROCK = 0.15

FR = 0.44, 0.29, 0.27, SPLASH = 68.64, COH = 0.004, SMAX = 0.88

INTER =3, CANOPY = 0.25, PAVE = 0.00

END PLANE

BEGIN PLANE
ID = 102, LEN = 148.5, AREA = 303034.2

SL = 0.082, MAN = 0.055, X = 598876.2, Y —

CV = 0.92, PRINT = 1
KS = 5.66, G = 167.22, DIST = 0.28, POR = 0.

FR = 0.45, 0.32, 0.23, SPLASH = 65.25, COH

INTER =3, CANOPY = 0.25, PAVE = 0.00

END PLANE

3512864.0

459, ROCK = 0.17
= 0.004, SMAX = 0.9
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BEGIN PLANE
ID = 103, LEN = 136.1, AREA = 451373.8
SL = 0.090, MAN = 0.055, X = 598608.9, Y = 3512945.0
CV = 1.16, PRINT = 1
KS = 6.49, G = 163.75, DIST = 0.31, POR = 0.457, ROCK = 0.19
FR = 0.5, 0.29, 0.21, SPLASH = 60.13, COH = 0.004, SMAX = 0.9
INTER =3, CANOPY = 0.25, PAVE = 0.00

END PLANE

BEGIN CHANNEL
ID= 104, PRINT= 1
LAT = 102 103
UP= 101
LEN = 2232.71, SLOPE = 0.033846, X = 598658.712, Y = 3512814.433

WIDTH = 1.07, 2.06, DEPTH = 0.1, 0.1
MAN = 0.035, SS1 = 1.00, SS2 = 1.00
WOOL = Yes
CV = 0.00, KSAT = 210, G = 101
DIST = 0.5450, POR = 0.4400, ROCK = 0.00

FR = 0.0500, 0.0500, 0.9000, SP = 63.00, COH = 0.0050

END CHANNEL
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